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Computing a fixed-point semantics 
strict in one of its arguments if undefinedfiess of this argument implies u 
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of the whole function. The motivation of such an analysis is that strict arguments 
can, for instance, be evaluated in parallel. However, as far as we know, Damm in 
[ 141 was the first to apply fixed-point considerations tothe analysis of higher-level 
recursion in applicative programming. In this paper we extend Damm’s wor 
Especially, we explain techniques on how to use the information about he ‘ 
behaviour’ for some kinds of global optimization. 
The theoretical model that our considerations refer to are the rammar families 
in the 01-hierarchy [ 12,13,14,20,24,30,36]. The OI-hierarchy ca 
in several ways: algebraicly by solving regular systems of equations over higher and 
higher substitution algebras [20, 24, 361, automata-theoretically by using a storage 
type of iterated pushdowns [ 17,213 or grammatically by generalizing regular gram- 
mars by allowing nonterminal symbols to have parameters of increasing functional 
level [ 14). 
Consider the following functional program for the computation of the factorial 
function in order to see how these grammars can be used as a model for programs 
written in a functional programming language. 
FACT[ Y] := IF Y = 0 THEN 1 ELSE “[ Y, FACTf-[ k’, I]]]. 
The corresponding grammar G consists of the derivation rulec 
S+I’(a) (serving as the initiar,_ation ),
F(Y)+ 1 I *(Y, W-(Y, 0)). 
In the grammar (the names of) constants and built-in first-order functions are 
modelled by the terminal symbols Q, 1, -, *, whereas the procedure name corresponds 
to the nonterminal symbol. Since we have no explicit semantic information about 
the (interpreted) value of the predicate Y = 0 at the different stages of program 
execution, the best we can do is modelling the iF-THEN-ELSE-COXlStrUcf by a nondeter- 
ministic choice between the two possible procedure bodies. Thus the generated 
language is the set of terms of constants and built-in functions (here algebraic 
expressions) which are possibly evaluated in the computation, i.e., t E L(G) iff t = 1 
or t is as shown in Fig. 1. Moreover, the derivation process of the grammar describes 
the process of function calls during the evaluation.’ 
The idea behind this ‘abstraction’ of concrete meanings is to determine those 
properties of the program which hold under all (reasonable) interpretations. (For 
an exact reatment of semantic aspects we refer to [ 141). 
Two of the most fundamental decidability questions for programs are the fol- 
lowing: 
(I) Does a given program terminate under all circ mstances? 
(2) Given a terminating progra does some function call within this program 
actually make use of all its formal parameters? 
I For the passing of parameters we implicitly use a (simply and homogeneously) typed A-calculus 
together w;& a call-by-name or Ol-evaluation strategv. We use applicative terms and consider copying 
ody fakwed by a se -reductions as one derivation step. So, all terms we 
refer to are already in P-normal form [compare [Ida] to see t at this is no restriction of generality). 
t 
Fig. 1. 
Clearly, for programs both questions are undecidable in 
however, they are ecidable and, even more, we are able to find effective transforma- 
tions to the grammar such that the resulting grammar is terminating and has no 
superfluous parameters. 
For context-free tree grammars, i.e., the level I, the positive answers to both 
questions are known from the literature [9,20,22,25,27]. These results are extended 
to constructions for arbitrary levels. We show that not only termination but also 
usefulness of level k parameters can be characterized by a fixed-point interpretation 
over some ‘small’ domain. Besides this unifying aspect, our constructions have two 
other advantages. The necessary information about the dynamic behaviour of the 
grammar can be computed directly by inspecting the description of the grammar 
itself, i.e., without using intermediate transformations, for example into grammars 
generating the language of branches as it was done in Guessarian’s paper for the 
level 1 1253 or in 1351 for arbitrary leve’ls: moreover, this computation is of a very 
simple structure (just determining a fixed point) and thus gives the possibility to 
speed-ups corresponding to special features of the class of grammars in question. 
So, in general, for a grammar G of level n > 0 determining simply whether or not 
G generates the empty language requires n-iterated exponential time (i.e., the 
grammar’s size positioned on top of a tower of 2’s of height n). Corresponding to 
the strong feeling that ‘in practice’ a programmer does not make use of the full 
complexity of the formalism, we give an example for a hierarchy of restrictions to 
the structure of a grammar which allow to spare more and more exponentiations 
until one ends up in a (still nontrivial) class of level n grammars with polynomial 
algorithms. 
ask notation an 
Let I be an arbitra 
I-set. For two I-sets 
componentwise by 
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for arbitrary i, we s8v s E Let ar=a(l)... a(m) be a WC rd in I*. Obviously, (Y 
can be interpreted ai a map from the (finite, totally order(r;;\ 
D be act a&&racy, bite tutally o;rdered se< w&h ~tl elemeln 
D to enumerate he symbols in CT. If the ordering of 
we write u(n) instead of +f(d )) for every d in 0, i.e., We difec2~y use 
domain of cy. 
Let M be an Z-set and cu=a(l)...cy(m)~I * denotes the cartesian 
product M” = Mm”’ x l l l x MC”? We use the convention 
empty Cartesian product is supposed to be the set containing the 
typicirl element in M” is the list ?a =(tI.a<Ijr -. . 9 t ~~~~~~~ or tl,, 
for the sake of simplicity we omit brackets if confusions can be excluded. If 
D={dI,..., d*) is the domain of (Y, we sometimes also use the abbreviations tl, 
or (C&CL). 
If 1 is a set of base types, then D(I) = I* x I is the set of derived types over 1. 
This operatian can be iterated. Let D”( 1) = 1 and D”(l) = D( D”-‘( 1)) for n > 0; 
then the set of (simple homogeneous) types over 1 is defined as D*( 1) = IJn yzo D”( 1). 
Here we only use a set of base types I= {i) for a fixed i; however, similar 
considerations and constructions also apply to a larger set of base types. If TE 
“(i) = D’({i}), we say T is of Ieuel k and write level(r) = k, Arbitrary types are 
denoted by T, T’, Q etc., words of types of the same level always by cy, cy’ etc. IIf 
cy =(X(l). . . a(m), then lcvi = IRI is the length of a. If a! has a subscript, it denotes 
the level of the types in LY. 
For k E No, the k-rank of a type r, rkk 7. is defined by 
1 
0 if level( 7) 6 k, 
rkk T= l~lll if level( 7) = k + 1 and 7 = (ar, T’), 
max{rkl, T’, rkk a(j) 1 j E [ 1, [al]} if level(r) > k + 1 and T = (a, 7’). 
The rank rk(r) is defined by rk(7) = max{rkk ~1 k 2 0). Finally, we define the size of 
the number of i’s occurring in 7, i.e., size(i) = I and size((cr, 7’)) = 
a<i$$. 
In the sequel we shall always consider D*( i)-sets where the special structure of 
types mirrors the ‘functional behaviour’ of the objects in question, that is, objects 
of type i are viewed as constants, objects of ty (i”, i) map a list of L constants 
onto a constant and so on. So we call a D*( i)-set functional if, for all 7 = (cy, 7’) # i, 
set of functrbns from 1M”’ into M’: 
et of forma1 symbols with N’ n ” = fl for all 7 f 7’. Then 
terms over N is the s llest D*( i) -se 
C&3?& ) i.e., v4kLzk Safe the wa 
(A2) if U’E Ta*” and n, E a, then u’u,, E 
Note that, by is functional. Every a 
contained in e 
Accordingly, for t E T& with (Y E ( Dk(i 
Let be another functional D (Q-set and h : 
canonically be extended to a map 6’: 
en k can 
where E( u, ) abbreviates (6( u~,~(, ), . . . ,6( tlm,lrfmb)), m = 1 
plicity we denote E by h as well. 
As an example, consider the identity map Id: M + . Ihen the canonical 
extension of Id to TN clearly is the identity map on TN. 
For t E Th define the set of subterms, sub(t), as follows: If t E N, then sub(t) = {t}; 
if t = u’u,, then sub(t) = {t) u sub( u’) u UjE[l,[a(l sub( uj,a(j)). If U’ sub(t), we write 
UQ6 0. ;r. fl’ 5 t and u’tr, s t fat some u, such that level( u’) = k then we call u’ 
k-maximal in t. Note that lJ7 T’;, is partially ordered by the relation s. 
Inspired by the ‘tree-like’ representation f an applicative term we introduce some 
notion of position in a term which actually mirrors the iterated relation ‘is sited in 
the . . . th parameter of’.’ Consider the following example. Let type(A) = 
((Z, i)(ii, i), (G, i)), type(B) = (ii, i) and type( #) = i; then 
t = A(A(B, B), B)W, AU% BM, #)) 
(see Fig. 2) is a well-formed term of type i. According to the picture we may construct 
the set S(t) of positions in t as shown in Fig. 3. Formally we define for t E Th the 
set S(t) of positions in t and the subterm c,(r) of t at some position r by 
(Sl) If t=AdV, then S(t)={&} and &)=A; 
HA\ 
A B 
/\ 
# /A 
B B 
/I\\ 
BBk# 
Fig. 2. 
eE 
~i’~~~~?~::‘~~~ 
(I,<ii,i>) (1,. ii,i>) ,c '.. 
. , , (2,i.l tI,<ii,i>) (2,i) (2,cii.l>) (2,i) (7,~) 
Fig. 3. 
* Another possibility to specify the position of a symbol or subterm within a term are ‘contexts’ (cf. 
[6, 141). This is the standard concept in A-calculus: however, it is not well suited to describe the effect 
of L-derivations to subterms of applicative terms. Therefore, we use a version of the position concept 
in [ 183 which is adapted to our ‘dynamic’ vie.w ofgra recisely, we cut of the ‘lifted positions’). 
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(~2) if t = I/U,, then S(t) = S( u’) v Upi (j, a( j))S(uj,a(j)), and 
if r = E, 
if r f S(u’)\(&}, 
frUjoc,,(r’) if r = (j, a(j))r’ with r’ 
The tie@ of t, depth; t), is defined by de 
the length of a position as a string eve 
Itl=lS(t)l ( w h ere, for a finite set, 1-1 as usual denotes its cardinality). 
We 
(0 
(2) 
(3 
(4) 
make the following easy observations: 
4V2) = %(&2)* 
type o,(r( j, 7)) = 7. 
Ifr=(_k,&..(jk, k 7 ) E S(t), then level( TX._,) s level( 7,) (K E [ 1, k]). 
S(t) is linearly 0 ered by the relation ‘is to the left of’ with 
- if r’ # E, then r is to the left of rr’; 
- if level(T) < level( T’), then r( j’, 7’) is to the left of r( j, 7); 
- if level( 7) = level( 7’) and j <j’, then r[ jt T) is to the left of r( j’, 7’); 
- if r is to the left of 8 and r L init( 8) (i.e., r is no prefix of r’), then, for 
arbitrary rl , r2, rrl is to the left of r’r2. 
If t = Ai for some A E N, write A = top(t); define for r~ S(t) the label of r in t 
as p,(r) = top q(r). 
For k 2 0, let Sk(t) = {r E S(t) 1 level o,(r) = k} denote the set of level k positions 
in t. For any type T = (Q, . . . , (q,, i) . . .) we define the D*(i)-set Y(r) of canonical 
formal parameters by Y(r)“= {yj,ac(j,l r’= a,(j)}. For K = -1, i.e., T = i, we assume 
that Y( 7)” = 0 for all 7’. 
Let M be a functional D*( Q-set and h : N + A4 a D*( i)-map. Then, for 7~ = 
P aK l l l Pay,, P*, E Kffx, we denote by h, the D*(i)-map 
h,(x) = 
( 
h(x) ifxE N, 
Pj,t’ ifx =Yj,,*. 
Analogously to h, the D*(i)-map h, canonically extends to a D*( Q-map 
k,: \.I Y(t) + Note that if h, is always applied to terms of level greater than 
some k - 1, it suffices to specify r down to level k 
One special case of this definith, a is the usual substitution of formal parameters 
Y(T). For this, assume T= r,, . . . &, with t;lK E TK for all K E [0, K]. Then ldf defines 
e substitution of i into the formal parameters Y( 7). For some term t E TNU Y(r) 
we write t[ a) instead of Id&). Note that for another D*(i)-map h : N + A4 into a 
functional domain M we have 
h(t[i])=h(Idi(t))=fi,,(t) 
(where h( t’) abbreviates h( ia-, ) . . . 
2.2. 
A ~~~~~~~~ G is a adruple G = (N, 2, S, P) with 
is a finite ( i) -set of nonterminal symbols; 
W) 
(G3) 
KW 
C is a finite D (i)-set of terminal symbols with 2” = 8 for all r 
with level( 7) > I. 
SE N’ is the initial symbol; 
P is a finite set of (derivation) rules j’s A!-, t, where th 
f; lhs(f) = A, is a nonterminal symbol ( 
to all its formal arameters’, i.e., abbreviatin 
type(A) = bk, l l . s b,, i) . . . )) and where 
term in %v Y(typcr(A))uT . 
As usual, all the occurring alphabet sets are assumed to be mutually disjoint; e. 
no formal parameter can simultaneously serve as a nonterminal symbol and vice 
versa. 
To define leftmost derivations we need the notion of linearization. Let V = N w 
and let t be a term in T’ v. t can be uniquely decomposed in t = t()[ tg,. l . , t,] where 
to, the ‘terminal part’ of t, is a term in T&,Yf(i”t,ij) such that 
- each yj,i OCCURS exactly once in f,; 
- for every j E [ 1, m - 1 J, yj,i occurs to the left of yj+l i; and 
- for every j E [ 1, m], t,,, is a term in T’, with top( $)k lV. 
This decomposition of t is called the linearization of Z. Note that for t E Th we have 
~PI =0 and therefore to = t. 
Now let tc T’,, let t=t [Z o ], . . . , t,,,] be the linearization of t, and assume nt > 0. 
Then 2, = act(t) is called the active subterm of t. We call the position of act(t) in t 
the active position. Let t, = Ai for some A E N and let f be a rule in !? Then tf is 
defined iff lhs(f) = A and is of value tf= r,[rhs(f)[ r], tz, . . . , z,,,]. 
By this definition, every rule f in P can be viewed as a partial function Tb + T’, . 
Accordingly, every FE P* defines a partial function F: TL + Tk by 
- ts=t; and 
- tF’f = ( tF’)f for every F’E P* and every JE I? 
A pair (t, F), where tF is defined, is called a reftmost derivation (abbreviated: 
L-derivation). 
F induces a map F,: S(t)+ 2S(‘F) by 
(0 0 ; 
(2) c: F L F’f, f~ P, let r. be active in tF’, let 
S .(rhs(f)) = 1 r’ E S(rhs(f)) 1 prt& 0 = Y~.J and 
&WN = SWWW\uj., $&Wf~h 
For rl E rFk define 
r&,(rhs(f))r’ if r, = ~;(j, ?)r’, 
if rl = r, 9 
else. 
Then rF, = (rFi)f* = w@=; r*f*. 
The positions in r,S(rhs(f)) are the only positions in tF’f which are not an image 
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of some position in tF’. They are called nerated by f: So any position r in tF’fF 
with t E r’F; for some r’ generated by f is called generated by F’JF”. 
F* specifies the positions in tF, at which the positions (labels) of t arrive via F9 
that is, 
Y,~( r’) = p,(t) whenever r% rFI. 
In the following we shall denote the induced map F* by F as weir. 
Note that r # rf implies rF n r’F = QB for every F. So the 
is uniquely determined. This means, that there is exactly o 
and one position rl E S( tF,) such that the followin 
- r~ t,&; and 
- either Fl = E, or Fl = F’f and rI is generated from Jf 
Under these circumstances we say r originates from rl via F2. 
We say that the L-derivation (4 F) sets position r free at position r’ if the following 
are true: 
(Fl) rk rF; 
(F2) there is no active position to the left of r’; 
fF3) properties (Fl) and (F2) do not hold for any proper prefix of F. 
The following easy le:nma can be proved. 
2.1. Lemma. Let (t, F) be an L-derivation, let r be a position in S(t) and r’ be a 
position in rF such that one of the following conditions holds 
( 1) the active position of tF is to the left of r’; or 
(2) ( t, F) sets r free at position r’. 
en u&r’) = q(r)t’ for some suitable t’. 
E(G) = SP* denotes the set of terms accessible (from S by L-derivations) w.r.t. 
G, L(G) = i(G) n TX is the language generated by G. 
Since the terms generated by G are trees, a grammar G, in general, is called a 
tree grammar. As usual, monadic trees are identifie with strings (the unique leaf 
is reviewed as an end marker). So if C’ = 0 for any T of level 1 with rk( 7) # 1 (this 
ensures that all generated trees are monadic), then G is also called a string grammar. 
The level of G is defined as level(G) = max{level(A) 1 A E A?}. The k-rank of G 
is defined as rkk(G) = max{rkk x IX E V}; the rank of G is defined as rk( 6) = 
max(rkk( 6) 1 k z= 0). 
Recall that the class of grammars with level 0 generate the regular languages 
exactly; whereas the language classes generated by level 1 or level 2 grammars 
coincide with the context-free or indexed 01-language classes respectively [20]. 
2.3. Complexity measures 
tation on which our algorithms and constructions run is a 
). To determine the compuational time 
our algorithms can be imp1 
nomially related time complexity [331. 
mar G is represented by 
type(x)))XE NwS, called the ntion of G; and 
- a list of the derivation rules. 
We assume that every symbol x is stored in a different stora 
sides of rules are represented as a 1 
representation, a position r n be viewed as a 
in the tree. 
Since we want to measure the complexity of our at 
of the input grammar, it makes sense to define the si 
lative to the ‘si 
size(G) = C (l-1- size(type(x))) + G ( f + (rhs(J)l). 
XE NVH fEP 
3. Termhating grammars 
LetG=(N,Z,S,P)beagrammarofleveln>O, V=NwC,andlet tET’,bea 
term. We say t is terminating if there is an L-derivation (t, F) with tF E Tk . We 
say t is faithfully terminating if, for every L-derivation (t, F), the term tF is 
terminating. We say G is terminating if every accessible term is terminating. 
3.1. Modelling termination for grammars 
e 
Damm showed that termination can be characterized by some fixed-point interpre- 
tation h* over the domain B of iterated monotonic Boolean functions 1141. B is 
defined by Bi = (0, I} with OC 1, and B’ = [B” + B”] for 7 = (a, 7’). In this definition 
B” is equipped with the partial order induced by the partial orders of its components, 
whereas [ l l . + l l l ] denotes the set of all monotonic functions equipped with the 
standard partial order. Note that for every r E D*(i), B* is in fact a complete lattice. 
The fixed point is computed by a process of successive approximation: for every 
AE N, define h*A = Urn=,, h’“‘A, where 
h(O)a = 1 if a E Zi, h(‘)a = &kL if a E C (iL*i) (&L denotes an L-ary Iogical conjunction) 
and h”‘x = 0 for all x E N; 
for m 3> 0, htm)a = h”‘a for all a E 2; if A E N’ and PA = {f E 
h’“‘A=LJ,,,p, w where p:“’ is uniquely determined by 
P>~‘z = 1 iff h(,m-‘) rhs(f) = 1. 
Note that @“)x I= !I(~+‘) - x for all XE V and ma0. 
We introduce a hierarchy of stronger and str 
which permit modelling termination with poorer a 
a gradual decrease in complexity from n-iterate 
oorer domains. 
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tzz ( P) be a grammar of level n > 0. Let k E [0, n]. say G is 
ng up to level k - 1 if for every rule f = A! -, tl E P the following holds: let 
~=(arc,..*(LYg,1)...)WifhK~ -2; t2zm every formal pm?meter a;;a,& 
occurs at least once in t e right-hand side off: 
that evel-y grammar G ‘rs non&i?ecing ‘up to lev& -1”. If G in ~o~~~~e~~g 
up to level n - en the nonterminal t the active position is the on 
can be eliminat f a derivation rule but none of its actual parameters 
can. In this case we say G is (totally) nondeleti Clear& restfictions to the 
possibilities of deletion severely restrict he 
owever, the ‘typical’ facility of n-iterated e
IS preserved; what is more, the grammars in [ that are constru 
between language classes of different levels are9 in fact, non&let ones. 
a triuiulization of B if M has the following properties: 
(2) if T = (a, r’), then M t is a complete sublattiee of [ 
By property (2), every trivialization of B is functional. e unique minimal element 
and the unique maxima1 element in any MT are also denoted by 0 and 1 respectively. 
The least upper bound operation join is denoted by ; and the partial order relations 
always by L. 
Let M be a trivialization of B. A D*( i)-map h* : c”-, is called reducing for G 
over M if, for every t E Tb, h*t = 1 iff t is terminating. Damm‘s results in 1141 
the D*( i)-map h* is a reducing map over B. We want to show how restrictions on 
e deleting capability of the grammar can be modelled by a corresponding trivializ- 
ation of B. For k Ml define Iw, by 
(Tl) ML = B’; 
(T2) for level(r) 6 k and 7 = ((r, T’), let ME = {0,1} with Op, = 0 for all pa E Mz; 
and Ip, = 1 iff pj,*(j) = 1 for all j E [ 1, Ial]; 
(T3) fo vel( 7) > k and 7 = (cu, r’), let Ml = [ Mz + ML’]. 
Note that coincides with B. 
Let ~=(a~,... (a,, i) . . . ). Then define 
and 
restl,( 7) = 
I 
’ 
(ali- ,... (cyO,Q...) ifKd_ 
or k = 0 we simply write arg( 7) 
Let be some tri Jialization of For k < level( 7) define the k-graph 
graphs of p by graphk(p) = {(P, pm)1 ?T E Margkt7)}. For k = 0 we again skip the 
level(T) we write grap k(p) = (( ( ), p)}, i.e., we assume that 
Let be a trivialization of 
form: p <> p) if the followin 
if r==i, then p==& 
In the usual way we generalize the relation <> to 
all 7, the 0 in E represents the 0 in B. 
By induction on levels the following lemma is easily verified. 
Note that, far 
3.2. Lemma. (1) Ler p E t and 6 E B3 Tken 
(2) Let p1,p2EMf and p,,&E B+ such that p,<>j& and pz<> &. 
P2<‘m-J~2- 
Let G = (N, C, S, P) and 6: V-, B a D*(i)-map where V= N v 2. We say R is 
representable in M if there is a D*( i)-map h : V + such that hx <> fix for all 
XE V; then h is called a representation of E in M. 
We say M is G-admissible if for every representable D*( i)-map 6: V+ B and 
every representation h : V-, M of E the following hoids: 
is) for every f = A! + t E P there is a p E MtypetA) with 
graph(p) = (( ?r, h,t) 1 w E Mare(type’AJ)}. 
Note that property (*) actually guarantees consistency with the ‘abstractions’ occurr- 
ing in G. 
The following two lemmas can be verified easily. 
33. Lemma. Let G be nondeleting up to level k - 1. 77wn Mk is G-admissible. 
Proof. Let h : V-, Mk a D*(i)-map. For TE D*(i), let t be a term in T\uv(,j such 
that for every formal parameter Yj,a,(j) with K < k occurs at least once in t. 
m E Makcg*(f) let ~1 ienote the element in rgtr) which is gained from TT by adding 
lists consisting only of l’s at all lower levels. In order to prove the lemma it su 
to show the following two statements: 
(i) If h,t = 1, then iF= ~1 
(ii) It J= 1 forsome 7rE 
Statement (i) can be proved 
ereas statement (ii j Mows from the ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ -~~ntnni&ty of 
H. Seidl 
We show how Lemma 3.3 follows from (i) and (ii). Statement (i) implies that, 
?$A(~), the set {(q , h,,, t) 1 ?ttrl E Mrgtr)) either equals graph(O) or 
graph(l) for the 0 or 1 in M~‘~(“. Now, consider the map d : Mrgk(T)+ 
where 
d(?r)=p iff {(ml, h,,t)\Irlr,E 
BY (9, is well defined. Statement (ii) implies th d is monotonic. So, by 
Observation 3.1(2) we have ((n; d(n)) 1 m E M$-ktt)} = for some PE 
Just this implies the assertion of the lemma. 
3.4. a. Let G be Q grammar and M a G-admissible trivialization of B such that 
&E MtiL*j) and for ewy T the 0 in Bf can be represented 7%en a reducing map h* 
for G can be computed over MB 
f. Lemma 3.2 shows that, provided the assumptions of Lemma 3.4 are true, 
Damm’s computation of a reducing map h* over B can be carried over directly to 
a construction of a reducing map over the restricted omain M. q 
Putting these results together we get the following theorem. 
35 eotem. Let G be nondeleting up to level k - 1. T&en there exists a reducing 
map h”: V-, Mk. 
3.2. ‘Iryle construction fa terminating grammar 
We show the following theorem. 
3.6. eorem. Let G = (N, 2, S, P) of level n > G with L(G) # 0. 7hcn there is a 
terminating grammar R( 6) with L( R( G)) = L(G); the construction can be done level-, 
depth- and nondeletion-preserving, .e. level( R( G)) c level( G), depth( R( G)) 6 
depth(G), and if G is nondeleting up to level k - 1, then R(G) is nondeleting up to 
level k - 1 as well. 
To prove this theorem we will in fact do something more. Let G = ( N9 2, S, P) 
be a grammar of level n > 0 with V = N u 2, let M be a trivialization of B, and let 
h:V+ be a D*( i)-map with 16 = 1, ha = 1 for a E C ‘, and ha = &,,, for Q t Z(imVi). 
3.7. P ,.c.?X? is cz gmrr;.?nar RI:(G) = ( N$ p _& Si ; , F$ ) with level( Rh( 6)) 6 
level(G) and’depth(R,,(G))cdepth(G), and a map R,,: T”;I-+ T&v{( )} with 
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(5) if (t, F) is an L-derivation w.r.t. 
then there is an L-deritlation (
R,,( tF) = (R&E 
P of We only show here that Theorem 3.7 implies Theorem 3.6 
except for preservation of nondeletion. Take k = h 
have to verify that R&G) is terminatin 
2 L(R& 6))): Let (SC ), F) b 
$ . By Theorem 3.7( 1) and (4), there is an L-derivation (S, 
RJSF) = SC ,R Since Rhe commutes with linearizations, it follows that 
L(G)- 
(L(G) C_ L(R& G))): Now, let (S, F) be an L-derivation w.r.t. G such that 
SF E T&. Since h* is reducing for G, for every prefix F’ of F, h 
Theorem 3.7(S) there is an L-derivation (SC ), F) with Rh*( SF) = 
in Ti and Rh* commutes with linearizations, SF E L(R& G) 
UR/AG)). 
(Rh*(G) is terminating): Let in E(R,+( G)). By Theorem 3.7( 1) and (4) there 
exists some t E i(G) with R,,*(t) = C By (3), h*t = 1. Since h* reducing for G, 
there is an L-derivation (t, F) w.r.t. G such that tF E Tk . Now, y (5), there is an 
L-derivation (5 F) w.r.t. Rh*( G) such that % = Rh*( tF) = tF c- Tk . It follows that 
R,,*(G) is terminating which was to be proved. 
That nondeletion is preserved will be sho-icrn atthe end of this subsection. 
The idea of the transformation Rh can be st”en in Fig. 4. The value of the actual 
parameters under h is stored in the nonterrni?zi (i.e., as a subscript), whereas the 
value of future arguments are ‘guessed’ or ‘+~~~d;rced in parallel’ by splitting the 
corresponding parameter positions from Y& cx the correct one is chosen later by 
the means of projection. 
Fig. 4. 
(2) 
(3) 
Define the D*( i)-set Nh b> 
IV;; = {A, IAE I$, WE (hA)-‘( l), R, typc(,4‘, = T}. 
Let t E TV” ~(9) forsometype~=(bt,...(~,,i)...),:el~=~~) . ..ji++ 
define Rh,+(t) by 
(1) if te Vu Y(5), then 
i 
if t = a E 2, 
&At) = pA,),,,w,,, ift=AEN, 
(Y j7r,R,s 1 Wf 5J:I’( 11 if t = Yj,,; 
(2) let t = tl’u, with p = h,( ha) and pa = h,( oc,). Thers 
ere Rk,+( u,) abbreviates Rh5( u+,& . . . Rha( uqa&, EZ = ial, vnd RF8,g(u’)PpW 
notes the (p,lr)th element of the list Rh9( t,“‘). EspecialI), fGr u’ = a r X(j” ” and 
Pi” =I1 . . . 1 we have ( Rtc,5a),,cl = a and Rh,( ,(au,+ = aI%,.,< ( u&. 
Before we proceed with our construction we make some uhservafiorx 
ovations. (1) type( R,,*( t)) = R,,(type( r)). 
(2) If type( ?I = i and he t = 1, then R&t) is a term of type d QS well; furthermore, L I 
iftO[tl,-.‘9 tm] is the ~~ne~~~utio~ oft, then tO[ R,,+t, , . . . , R,,* t,,,] is the linearization 
etet positions, for euery IT E (h,t)-‘( I), R,,+ 
if r = ( j9 with t = xuaK.. . u&, x E Vu Y( ?), and h+uj%, ,= p, then 
r* = J&) (X bdr; 
for t’ is computed w.r.t. the subtsrrrzs 15,~ and h.i?(uj.,)d 
th of r it can easily at, for euery r, E r*, 
= 
e continue with the defin 
G) denote the 
=) ! abbreviates t this const~~ion is I 1 and 
In the following, for i= &, -. . 
3.9. Lemma (Compatibility with substitution). Let t Tvuf’(rt exnd T 
M= tr. men Rh.( l(Ul) = R&MR~., OX 
proof, Induction on the structure of r. 
If t = x E V w T(T), then clearly the assertion is true. 
NOW, assume t = u’u, with p’ = h,r and pQ = h,u,. Then 
&a,( ,(@I) = Rh.( ,WVl~a[~l) 
= UG.( ,b’E~l)p,A.~ d~,t~l~L~~~-~w 
= URh ,WlRc.( ,t’l),,~R,,(u,)[Rk.( JlL’e17-lw . 
by the induction hypothesis 
= Rh.AOlRh.( Jl m 
3.10 Lemma (Compatibility with rule application). Let t E Ti, be Q term with ht = I, 
and v = Rh,, ,z. 
(1) Assume vfx is defined for some fm E Ph; then tf is -defined with 
and ($)* = r*& for all rE S(t). 
(2) Assume act(t) = Ai with hi= 3 and tf is defined for some f E P with h( tf) = 1. 
Then fm c Ph su that vfW is defined with R,,( ,( rf) = vfx, and (rf )* = r*fW for all 
rE S(t). 
roof. Let t = t,[A< tz, . . . , t,J be the linearization of t and consider the foliowin 
calculation: 
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If the assumptions of (1) are true, then this calculation read bottom-up yields the 
first part of the assertion, whereas under the assumptions of (2) we may proceed 
top-down to get the stated assertion. q 
The proof of the compatibility of Rh with positions is analogous to the correspond- 
ing proof for the parameter-reducing transformations Pk in the next section. For Rh 
this compatibility merely expresses the ‘naturality’ of the construction, whereas for 
Pk such a compatibility is crucial. Therefore, we skip a proof here. 
Proof of Theorem 3.7 (conclusion). Theorem 3.7(4) and (5) now follow by an easy 
induction on the length of the L-derivations in question. Cl 
Proof of Theorem 3.6 (conclusion). For the proof it remains to snow that the 
construction preserves nondeletion. So, assume G is nondeleting up to level k - 1 
and h is a D*( i)-map h : V + Mk. Let t c T&(,, with level(T) 2 k and w E Mrg”’ 
such that every formal parameter yj,f* of level less than k occurs at least once in t 
and h,(t) = 1. An induction on the subterms of t shows that 
(*) h,t=l forallu~twithlevel(u)~k-1. 
If we identify j with jl 1. . . 1, it follows that r* = {r} for all r E S(t) with level(a) < k. 
So in R,,J t) every formal parameter yi,+* E Y(RJ) of level less than k occurs at 
least once. This finishes the proof. Cl 
3.3. Remarks 
From a practical point of view the grammar R(G) is obtained from G by adding 
the extra information about the values of occurring argument lists under 
suppressing terms of value 0; especially, every L-derivation w.r.t. G is transformed 
into at most one L-derivation w.r.t. R(G). Note that a corresponding implementation 
does not actually need to perform the possibly very expensive splitting of parameters. 
The D*(i)-map h* is nothing but the fixed-point interpretation as it was used in 
[7] or [l] for strictness analysis. Since the actual parameters of some function call 
may be filled in dynamically during a program execution, the extra information 
about he values under h* can be used to detect even strictness of certain parameters 
which only occurs at runtime. 
ucduess of grammars 
ketG=(N,~,S,P)beagrammarofleveln>O,and V=NuZ:LetkE[O,n-11. 
term t E T\ is called parameter-reduced up to level k - i if 
(1) t is faithfully terminating; and 
(2) for every L-derivation (t, F) w.r.t. G ~x~y psitim r in tF with level less 
than k can be set free. 
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G is called parameter-reduced up to level k - 1 if every accessible term t is parameter- 
reduced UP to level k - 1. G is called (totally) parameter-reduced if G is parameter- 
reduced up to level n - 1. 
Note that G is parameter-reduced up to level - d iff G is terminating. Furthermore, 
if G is nondeleting up to level- k - 1. and terminating, then G is parameter-reduced 
up to level k - 1 as well. The latter fact can be seen from the following: Let (t, F) 
be an L-derivation with ~FE Ti . If G is nondeleting up to level k - 1, then, for 
every r E s(t) with level less than k rF = 0 implies that there is a prefix F’ of F 
such that (t, F’) sets r free. 
Let k 2 0, let ZJ E TV be a term of level k + 1, and assume that t = &_ T’, is 
parameter-reduced up to level k - 1. Then a formal parameter yj,s of level k is called 
useful for 1) w.r.t. t if the position (j, rj in t can be set free. Since t is parameter- 
reduced up to level k - 1, a formal parameter yj,T of level k, where k > 0, is useful 
for v in t iff there is an L-derivation (t, F) such that (j, 7)F contains a position 
with level less than k 
yj,T is called faithfully useful for v if yj,r is useful for v in every t = vk T’, which 
is parameter-reduced up to level k - 1. 
We shall see that the usefulness of a formal parameter only depends on the 
structure of v itself; so if yj,,7 is useful for v in some t, then yjT is also useful for v 
in every other term which is parameter-reduced up to level k - 1, i.e., usefulness 
already implies faithful usefulness. Obviously, if G is parameter-reduced up to level 
k - 1 and if every subterm v of level k + 1 occurring in some t E i(G) has only 
faithfully useful parameters of level k, then G is parameter-reduced up to level k. 
The above definitions suggest our strategy for eliminating useless parameters. We 
start at k = 0 and proceed level by level. The base of this induction is given by the 
transformation R of the last section. So we may assume that G is already parameter- 
reduced up to level k - 1 with k 3 0. We will construct a grammar P,(G) which 
generates the same language as G and is parameter-reduced up to level k For this, 
analogous to the last section, we first model the usefulness of level k parameters 
by an appropriate trivialization of B, then we compute a suitable fixed-point 
interpretation ?I: w.r.t. this trivialization which is finally integrated into the grammar= 
The parameter-reducing transformation P for a grammar G of level n which is 
nondeleting up to level k - 1 is then simply defined by P = P,_, . . . Pk if G is already 
terminating or P = P,_, . . . PkR if G is not necessarily terminating. 
curious fact may be noted that, as opposed to the situation for n = 1, even for 
terminating grammars parameter-reduction does not automatically lead to a shrink- 
age of the grammar, but can even cause a tremendous blow-up of the grammar’s size. 
4.1. Modelling usefulness of paramekw 
For k 3 0 define the D*( i)-set A& by 
(Ul) Ii%: = B’; 
(U2) for r 2 ((w, 71) and level( 7) s k, Pet i = (0, 1) with Op, = 1 iff Pj,cl<j> = 1 for 
at least one j, and Ep, = ! for all pa; 
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(U3) fot~=(ar,r’)andlevel(r)=k+l,let fi;={l, 
pj.a( j) = 1 for at least one j f J; 
1) with IJ& = 1 iff 
(U4) for T=((~,T’) and level(?)>k+l, let fii=[ 
It is readily checked, that uk is a trivialization of B. For the functions 1 J under 
(U33 we ZX&p~ I%& CW2W%R%Z &W%%Z.. $j] %R- @RT mZ%% i%X pou 362% 
I 0 ifj’#j, Pj’,a( j’) = 1 ifj’=j. 
We compute a map ht as the least upper bound of approximations hi”‘) where 
nonterminals of level ok and terminal symbols are interpreted as some sort of 
‘generazed joX. In general, even S G k parameter-reduced up to ‘level k - I= Ii& 
is not G-admissible. The reason for this is that not every formal parameter yj,a,(_i) 
of some nonterminal symbol A with level K < k necessarily occurs in all right-hand 
sides of rules f with lhs(f) = A. However, since G is parameter-reduced up to level 
k - 1, there is at least one rule f for which yj,a,(i) occurs in rhs(f). So we compute 
ht over the corresponding typed A-scb_eme G+ [IS;. - 
Let + be a new termin& symbol of type (ii, i) (denoting formal union) and define 
6, as the D*(i)-set by 
~~i)=~(ii*i)y{+} and ~:cJ$~ for rf(jj, j)_ 
‘i”ne typed I\‘-scdeme G+ 16 gained’ tfom G by adding f to tlie set of termiinar 
symbols and formally adding the right-hand sides of all rules having the same 
left-hand sides by the means of a binary tree whose inner nodes are labelled by +. 
In general this scheme no longer generates a tree language but a (finite or) infinite 
tree. However, from such a tree, the tree language L(G) may be regained by 
interpreting the undefined tree as the empty set and + as the union oper 
the power-set of T$ 1141. Note that Guessarian actually investigated parameter- 
reduction for typed A-schemes of level 1. 
Set h;Fx = UmaO hi‘"'x where 
h:O’x - 
lt,,tl if x e S!,?‘” and k = 0, 
. 
0 otherwise 
Paramr2Wr-reduction oj’ higher level 
.2. 
level(x) S ; 
Let h:Z, u PV-, 
and let t 
level less than k actua 772en he following holds: 
(1) if level( 7) 6 I& then, for every 97 E y’!, h,t = I iROn= 1; 
(2) if level( 7) 2 k + 1, then there exists a unique p i L smd2 that, for every 
WE “ktB( T, 9 plrr==I i$h,t==l. 
roof. First we prove: 
( ) * if ~JWE fir$(f) contains at least one 1 of level less than k, then h,t =z 1. 
Roof of (*): Assume h,t = 0. Assume that T contains at least a single 1 cf level 
less than k. Since every formal parameter of level less than k occurs at least once 
in t, there is a maximal subterm t, of level less than k with h,( t,) = 1. 
assumption, t, must be different from t. From this follows that the 
tz = uv, of t with h,u = 0 and tr = qati). But then, by the de~~~t~o~ 
Hence, tl is not maximal: a contradiction. So rr cannot contain any 1 of level less 
than k, which was to be proved. 
For the proof of (l), assume that level( 1) s k, and let ‘TT E QakfB(? We show that 
h,t = 1 iff rr contains at least one 1. The if-part is already proven by (*). For the 
only-if part, let t’ be a subterm of t with level( t’) = k. A simple induction on the 
size of t’ shows that ht’= h,t’= 0. Now assume that 7~ only contains 0’s. Let t, be 
a subterm of t of level less than k An induction on the size of t1 shows that h,( tl) = 0. 
Hence, h,t = 0. By the definition of 0 E a;, assertion (1) follows. 
Now, let level(r) 2 k + 1 with 7 = (Q, . . . (ak, TV). . . ). To prove assertion (2) we 
show the following: 
(i) For every 7r1 E Mk - “cg~+l(T) there is a unique p E A?~~*‘~) such that, for every 
9 h,,,t=l iff ptr=l; 
(ii) if q , 7r2 E #rgh+l(T) with ml c v2, and if pl, p2 are the functions in 
corresponding to rl and 7r2 respectively according to (i), then pl FZ p2. 
By Observations 3.1, assertion (2) follows from (i) and (ii). 
Proof of(i): We construct a set J such that l;‘(t)={rrIh,,,t=l}. Let jcJ iff 
there is a position r in S(t) with p,(r) = yj,ak(j) such that either level(r) c k or, for 
all prefixr I-‘( b ‘, T’) of r of level k, the term a, ( I-‘) has a decomposition a; ( r’) = U’ uu;, ii 
with (h,,u’){ j I= 1. By a standard induction on the length of such a 
can verify that if j is in J and r = pakd is an arbitrary element in 
Pj,ar(j)= 1, then h,,,t = 1. SO from (*) follows that 
To prove the converse consider some TS = pa$ wit 
contradiction, 1,~ = 0. Clearly, Z’ can only contain 0’s. If 
O’s, then, by an induction on the size, It ca 
subterm t, of t with level( t,) G k, and hen 
assumption. SO the set J’ = {j 1 pj,(yL(j) = 
successively construct a position r in S( t ) with p,(r) = Yj,ak(j) for some j E J’ such 
that either level(r) < k or, for all prefixes r’( j’, 7’) of r of level k, at ( r’) has a 
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decomposition 0,( t’) = u’u,;u’ with (h,,u’){j’} = 1. But then j is also a member of J 
and hence, 1,~ = 1, in contradiction with our assumption. This proves assertion (i). 
Assertion (ii) is an easy consequence from the monotonicity of the functions in 
&. cl 
We want to prove the corre &ess of our construction. First we show how the 
case k = 0 can be reduced to a property of the grammar B(G) generating the (prefixes 
of) branches of trees in L(G). Then we shall give a construction of 
k > 0 can be reduced to the case k = 0. 
4.2. 7&e branch functor B 
Several variants of a grammar for branches have already been mentioned in 
literature. By such a transformation Courcelle showed that the equivalence problem 
and the regularity problem for deterministic pushdown automata can be reduced 
to the equivalence problem and regularity problem respectively for simple deter- 
ministic context-free tree grammars and vice versa [9]. Guessarian characterized 
usefulness ofparameters intyped h-schemes of level 1 (corresponding tocontext-free 
tree grammars) by termination of nonterminals in a context-free string grammar 
[25]. Damm generalized the construction to arbitrary levels in [ 14) to show that the 
class of level n string languages can be characterized asthe class of branch languages 
of level n tree languages. In [35] we introduced avariation of Damm’s construction 
which does not generate the branches but the prefixes of branches of the trees 
generated by the underlying rammar G. The advantage of the latter construction 
is that, for Greibach grammars, parameter-reducedness of G already implies termina- 
(G). Here we essentially use the construction of [35] but model the new 
types more restrictively.” 
Let G = (N, C, S, P) be a grammar with level(G) = n and write V for N u C. For 
7=(cyIi,... s (i”, i) . . . ) E Dk( i), k > 0, define the arity of r, ar( T), by ar( 7) = m and 
ar(x) =ar(type(x)) for XE Vu V with level(x) > 0. 
r T E D”(i) define B(T) and B,( 7) 
a’) = E and B,(i) = i; 
m 30, B((i”, i)) =(i, i)” and B,((i”, i)) =(E, i)(i, i)“. 
Abbreviate B(ar) = B(a(1)). . . (m)) and B,(a) = B&r(O)). . . B&(m)) where 
I = m. 
If (ah’,... TZZCZ 9 (a,, (i’“, i)) . . . ) for some K 2 1, then let 
(aA), . . . (B(a,), (i, i)). . .)“, 
B,( 7) = $3(,( CT~ ), . . . (B&Q), (E, 0) l . . P(T). 
ote that we enumerate the positions in B,(T) by [0, ar(r)]. 
pecial terminal bottom symbol # is used w now is substituted by an 
edifications do not c ange the results or proofs, ut allow to identify 
nonterminal symbols res 
by 
and 
and 
i={Aj(AE N, ,Jtype(A))( j) = F} for level(?) 
For t E J-v,Yo with leveI( t) > 0, define B(t) and B,(t) by 
e ift=xEVuY(?),thenB(1)=x,...x,andB,(t)=x,x,...x,,wherem==ar(x); 
0 if t = u,, then use the abbreviations B(t) for B( t4,,,,, I,) . . . B(ac,,,(,,,) and 
for B,( t,+( I ,) . . . B,( tm,aqmJ where m = 1 aI, and let Bf t) denote B( ucrCi ) . . . B( tdcrCI .) 
if t=u,,...u,,.; 
. 
. rf t =xt’e T&(,, with x E Vu Y( ?) and ar(x) = m, then 
B(t)=x,B(t’) . ..x.,,B(t’) and B,(t)=x,B,(t’)B(t). 
For te TLvy and j 2 0, define B,(t) by 
if t=xE(Vu Y(F))‘, then 
i 1 X ifxE Vandj=O, 
Bj( t) = {.Yt.il ifx = Yj.it 
0 otherwise; 
0 if t = u’u[,,~, with level( u’) = 1, then i 
B,(t) = Bob’M )u u Wu’),Bo(u,L 
Crc[I.ar(x)J 
Bj( t) = U B(u’),Bj(Up) forj>O. 
p~[l.ar(~.)l 
Notation: Aj! E Bj(A!). 
B(G) = (I’VB, &, S, pB) is the grammar with &= UIC P_i_Fo Bi(f) where Bi(f) is 
defined as follows (assume f= A!+ t): 
if level(A) = 0, then B,(f) consists of all rules + u with u E B,,(t), and 
empty for every j > 0; 
0 if level(A) > 0, then, for j 2 0, Bj(s) consists of all rules Aj! + u with u E (0. 
We cite the following observations from [35]. 
.3. . ( 1) B( G) is nondeleting up to level 0. 
(2) If G is terminating, then L( B( G)) = B,( L( 6)). 
(3) Let t = vtk T’, be faithfully ter evel( v) = 
parameter yj,i is useful for v w.r.t. t if h*( B( U)j) = 1. 
a bevel 
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Essentially, we use the third statement to prove the correctness of our algorithm. 
Note that the characterization f usefulness in (3) does not depend on any special 
property of the faithfully terminating term t; hence, usefulness of some formal 
meter YjJ w.r.t. some t is actually equivale t to its faithful usefulness. 
4.4. Observation. For level( 7) > 0, I@ = M F’? ( This ‘identity’ meuns the existence 
of an order-preserving tiijective homomorphism.) 
Proof. Induction on the level of types. 
Let level( 7) = 1 and T = (a, i). Then M ytr' equ Is (0, 1fa9, partially ordered 
order induced from the orders of the compo nts; liii equals {lJiJE [I 
partially ordered by set inclusion of the indices J. The identification of 1, with a_,, 
Fzhere (u,(j) = 1 iff j E J, yields the assertion. 
Now, assume level( 7) > 1 and the assertion is true for all types of lower level. 
Let 7 = (a, 7’). Then ti,’ = [ liig + rii,“]. 
(M F(t) G i@ijos): By induction hypothesis, we may assume M :@I = 6#,0 and M$ y’) = 
I@‘. Now, let p E Mr’? Then fi = PI . . . &,, where m = ar( r), and @j is a monotonic 
function fqr every j. si> if p4, & E AZ: with p, G pk9 then #T”p= EpjPk for all j. So 
0~~ C&L l It follows that p’ is monotonic; hence, @ is a member of &#G. 
iti; G Mr”‘): Let p’ = $i, . . . pm E .I@:. We have to verify that every fij is monotonic. 
By induction hypothesis, we may assume a$ = M F(*’ and &#g = Mr”” where My(“) 
has the partial order induced by the partial orders of the components MF(“‘)? Let 
pa, phi Q,” with JJ~GP~. Since p’ is monotonic, we have j5pu c-jjph, and hence, by 
the definition of the partial order on &’ (induced by inclusion), pjpa GAP: for 
every j as well. This finishes the proof. EI 
4.5. Lemma. Let G be terminating, and let x E V with level(x) > 0. nten h:(x) = 
h*(B(x))- 
f. By induction OP m, we show that (I@‘x)rr(j}= 1 iff (h’m’x&rl = 1. Note 
at the left-hand side is equivalent to (I&‘” ‘x) w = 1, with j E J. Clearly, the assertion 
is true for m = 0 and for m > 0 if x E C. So let x E N and m > 0 and assume that the 
assertion is already true for m - 1. Let (II:““’ 
jsJ rfi 
iff 
iff 
iff 
iff 
Ch~m'x)~( j} = 1 
E pv: ~~~~~~_~~ rhs( f) = 1 
~JE 9, r E So( rhs(f)): p,hs(f)( r) = yj,i such that Vr’( j’, i) E 
init( orh?,( ,.)( r’) has a decomposition (&( &‘) = r.8~~ ,,,,lel with 
(h ~~V-‘W){J’} = 1
(*) 
where equivalence (*) ca be seen as follows: Let prhs,/)( r) = Yj,i with r = 
(j,, 9.. . (jk i? an 
Parameter-reduction f higher lfs.wl pwmmars 
ij=B(V”‘)j, a l l E(t,'L-" )j,.yi i is an element Of 
structure of terms shows that hick-’ ‘vfA ’ = II’,“’ - “I%( 0’” ‘) for all 
(h ~~~?P’){jA+,)= 1 for all A E [0, L- 11 is equivalent to 
A E [0, L- l] which is, however, equivalent to ham-‘% = 1. This completes the proof 
of the assertion. 
For G we are now going to define the kth destruction map &( 
43. 7&e k-th destruction map Sk 
Let kal. 
The idea behind our construction is to destroy the whole structure up to lev 
k - 1. Thus, a term of level less than k is transformed into a set consistin 
k-maximal subterms and the remaining terminal and nonterminal labels. 
Types 
If level(+k, then &(~)=i; if lol==rn, write S&) for 6&(l)). . . S&(m)); 
if T = (a, 7’) and level( 7) > k, then 8&(r) = (&ar, 6&. 
Terms 
Define a D*( i)-set IV,, by N& = U {N r 1 Sk7 = ?}. Let & be the D*(i)-set with 
26 = {#}uUf CD for a new terminal symbol # and X0 = 0 for ail T # i. Now, for 
tET vv y(F) define the kth destruction &t. Let level( t) 2 k. Then S,t = { t} (i.e., literally; 
however, the types of the symbols in t are changed according to the definition of 
6,). Let level(t) < k If t = x E N w C w Y( ?), then 
s (t) {x} ifxe N&E, 
k = 
I 0 ifxE Y(?). 
If t = u’u,, then &(t) = S,(U’)uUj Sk(Uj,u(j))m By this construction, the image of a 
term of level less than k is a set of level 0 terms. 
Define the grammar S,(G) = ( N,, , X0, S, P,, ) where, for every rule f = A! + t E P, 
Ps, contains all the rules fU =A!+u, uE&(t)u{#}. (By the symbol A we mean 
the corresponding element in N,,.) 
Note that the rules _& = A! + # guarantee that Sk(G) is terminating. 
We now prove the following theorem. 
Theorem. ( 1) Let ( t, F) be an L-derivation w.r. t. G and v be an element of Sk ( tF). 
n there exists a tr VI u E & ( t ) and an L-derivation ( u, N) WY. t. Sk ( G) such that 
uH=v. 
(2) Let (u, H) be an L- erivation wxt. S,(G) with u f #. Assume tE 
parameter-reduced upto level k - 1 with u E Sk ( G). 7hen there is an L-derivation 
w.r.t. G such that UN E Sk( tF). 
(3) Let t = u’u,,ti E Tiy be parameter-reduced up to level k - I. Then the position 
(j, cyc( (j)) in t can be set free w.r.t. G i# the position ( jV i) in Sk ( uruCEL ) can be set free 
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Especially, usefulness of a level k parameter in some term t implies faithful usefulness 
of this parameter. 
me proofs are inductions on the length of the derivations in question. 
(1): If F = E, the assertion is clearly true. Assume F = Ff for some f e P Let 
At’= a&@‘). We have to istinguish between the followin 
. 
Case 1: The level of u (as a subterm of @) is k and level(A) 2 k Let t’ = t: t& l 
Assume there is a subterm s of level k in rhs(f) with ZJ = s[ t( t,,]. By the inductive 
hypothesis, there is a term u E &(t) and an L-derivation (u, H’) w.r.t. &(G) such 
that uH’ = At’, tak. Hence, the L-derivation (u, F’f,) satisfies assertion (1). If there 
is no such subterm s in rhs( f), we can conclude that, in fact, t) was already a 
subterm of tF’. Then the assertion follows directly from the inductive hypothesis 
for (t, F’). 
Case II: The level of u (as a subterm of tF) is SL, i.e., u is a symbol of 
level less than k or #. The case t> = # is trivial. #. ASSWW o occurs in 
rhs( j). By the inductive hypothesis, there is a term u E Sk(t) and a 
(tc, H’) w,r.t. 6; (G) such that rcH’ = A?‘. Hence, the L-derivat.ion (14, F’f,) satisfies 
assertion (1). If t, does not occur in rhs(f), WC cm conclude that, in fact, v already 
occurs in tF’. Then the assertion follows directly from the inductive hypothesis for 
(4 F’). 
Case III: ‘Fhe level of A is less than k. Assume v is a subterm s of rhs(f). By 
the inductive hypothesis, there is a term u E S,(t) and an L-derivation (u, H’) w.r.t. 
&( 6) such that UN’ = A. Hence, the L-derivation (u, F’f,) satisfies assertion (1). If 
tr is not a subterm of rhs(f), we can conclude that in fact t, was already a subterm 
of tF’. Then the assertion follows directly from the inductive hypothesis for (t, F’). 
Ad (2): We reformulate assertion (2) in the following way: 
(2’) Let (u, H) be an L-derivation w.r. t. S, ( G) such that uH # #. Let t be a term 
in T’, with act(t) = ut” which is parameter-reduced upto level k - 1. Then there is an 
L-deriuation (t, F) w.r.t. G such that the following holds: if uH e ZO, then act( tF) 
as a decomposition act( tF) = vt” with uH = 0; if uHE&, then tFE TX and UHE 
6,(t). 
posed to be parameter-reduced up to level k - 1, it can be easily 
ns (2) and (2’) are equivalent. Hence, it remains to prove (2’). 
If H = E, then (2’) is obviously true. 
So let H =_f, ’ for some f E P and s E S,( rhs( f )). Let r be a position in rhs( f) 
with sz = urhs( f)(r). Clearly, level{ r) < k. Since t is parameter-reduced up to Cc - 1, 
it f01l0ws that there is an L-derivation (;lrtl l if s1 c )J, F, j which sets r free. Now, if ufs is 
a termina! symbol, then ‘= E. Choose an arbitrary sequence F2 E P* such that 
f u$, is not a terminal symbol, 
erefore, if we choose =p, F’, then (t, F) satisfies 
Ad (3): We use the following notation: if r is a position in a term u of level 
then &Jr) means the corresponding position in the term &(u), i.e., if r = E, then 
Sk(r) = E; and if r = (j, r)r’, then Sk(r) = (j, &(r))&( r’). Especially, we 
uak(,),( Skr) = Sk( q,( r)). Assume t = uQ E Tk is parameter-reduced up to level 
level(u) = k, t S(u), and (t, F) is an L-derivation w.r.t. 
construct an L-derivation (u, ) w.r.t. Sk(C) which sets Sk(r) free. 
If F=e, then r=&(r)=&, d the L-derivation (u, E) set 
Let F # E. Let u = Au’. Then there is a factorization F b, with the 
following property: there is a position rl E rhs(f) such that qhstCfj(r,) = vii with 
level(v) = k, level( v0) c k and rr t-k rf for some rk S( v[ u’]) with 
(i) ( & F, ) sets rr free; and 
(ii) if r’ # E, then (act( tjF,), F’) sets r’ free. 
Assume that, by the inductive hypothesis for the L-derivation under (ii), we 
already have constructed an L-derivation (v[ u’], H’) w.r.t. S,( 6) which sets &r’ 
free. Then (u, f,H’) is an L-derivation w.r.t. Sk(G) which sets &r free. 
For the other direction let t = uu’ E T’, be “parameter-reduced up to level k - 1 
with level(u) = k, let r be a position in u and let (u, H) be an L-derivation w.r.t. 
Sk(G) which sets fi,r free. We construct an L-derivation (t, F) w.r.t. G that sets r 
free. If H = E, then r = E = &r. We choose F = E and we are done. Now, assume 
H = f,H’ for some f c P and v E &(rhs( f)) w {#}. Clearly, v is a k-maximal subterm 
of rhs(f). Let u = Au’ and v6 = qhs(J) (r,) for some suitable rl E S(rhs(j’)). Since 
level( r,) < k and t is parameter-reduced up to level k - 1, there is an L-derivation 
(tf F,) which sets rl free. If E E Sk& we choose F =fF, to satisfy the assertion. 
Otherwise there is a position e # rk v[ u’] with &r’E (6&f, such that (v[ ~‘1, H’) 
sets r’ free. Let r’be the active position in z&. By the construction of Ft , t’ = act( tflcl) 
has a factorization t’= v[ u’]F’, and fr’ E rfF*. By the inductive assumption for 
(v[ u’], H’) there is an L-derivation (t’, F’) w.r.t. G which sets r’ free. But then (t, F) 
sets r free for F =fF, F’. This finishes the proof. Cl 
To apply Theorem 4.6 we need the following lemma. 
4.7. bservation. For every T E D*(i) with level(~) 2 k, 
Proof. Straightforward induction on the level of 7. q 
. Le a. Let G be parameter-reduced up to level k - 1 for some k > 0, and x E 
with level(x) > k. 7Ien h?x = hg( &x). 
the proof of Lemma 4.5, we at 
or m > 0 and x E C or level(x) =Z k are trivial. 
So let m > 0 and x E N with level(x) > k. Assume that the assertion is true for 
r~ - 2. For r{ j}E fi~~~rtype(x)) denote the corresponding element in 
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with O’s added at all levels less than k Then 
( hirn)(x)v{ j)o = 1 iff 3f~ &: hi:$/@ rhs(f) = 1 
iff 3f E P_, rE S(rhs(f)): qhst &) = vt’ with levei 
k = level( v) and h:“x;j,‘v =- 1 
iff 3fu EPfil,8Lx: I&:=$ rhs( fu) = 1 
iff (h~m’(&xj)rr{j}= 1. 
With the help of these considerations we conclude with the following theorem. 
4.9. Theorem. Let k Z= 0, let u c TV be a term with level(u) = k + 1 and hfu = I,, and 
let t = ut’ be parameter-reduced upto level k - 1. ‘Then a formal parameter yj,aI,,i, of 
u is useful for u (wxt. t) if and only if j f 3. 
4.4. Eliminating superfluous parameters 
Assume G is parameter-reduced up to level k - 1 for some k 2 0, and 
P*( i)-map computed in the last section. We integrate the evaluation of hg into the 
grammar G in a similar way as h* was embodied into G in Section 3.2. 
Similar to the definition of R, the current value under the interpretation of the 
argument lists is stored in the nonterminal symbol, whereas possible future argument 
values are guessed by splitting of parameters. However, the additional information 
now is used to eliminate detected superfluous parameters. Formally, we have the 
following definitions. 
Types 
If level{ 7) Z= k+ 1 and p E A$, then Pk,J T) = ( Pkm,p( =,( T)),, ~~~Q+v; 
if 7 = (cu, T*) and level(r) = k + 1, then P . k,( ,,,,(~)=(cy(J), #),wherear(J):J+ D”(i) 
is obtained from cy : [ 1, m] + D”(i) by restriction of the domain; 
if 7 = (a, 7’) with level(r) > k + 1 and IT = p&c h?rgk+l(T’, then PLrr,&) = 
(P&(” ), P ~x’JT’)), where Pkp,(a) abbreviates P~p,._,,,(a(l)) . . . Pkp,,,,, ,,,,, b(m)) . 
with Ial = m. 
Terms 
Let A& be the B*(i)-set with A/l = Nf for level(+) s k, and 
A$ = {A, 1 A c N, ;~r E fi~~~+~(~~~~‘~‘), PLrr.t,,XA)x type(A) = ?) 
for level(?)ak+l. Now, let ~=(~~,...(~l;+,,~~+l)...) for some Kak+l and 
7i=&, ...@tFI,+,. For tc Tv,v(p, define Pket as follows: If t E Vu Y(F), then 
if t E C or level(t) s k, 
ift=AEEbwithlevel(A)ak+l, 
if t = yj.7 and level( 7) 2 k + 1, 
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then Pket =- Pk.&‘) 
and h$,(u’) = lJ, th 
if level(t) > k, hkg” = p’ and kk,u, = pb: then 
P& = ((P,,U’),,P,,u,),, ATj~‘%+F, 
where ( Pk+Q,at denotes the (p,lr)th element in the list 
We can make anal0 MIS observations as in th 
JO. rvations 
(0 
(2) 
(3) 
( ) a 
(b) 
If level(t) s k, then type(P,,t) = type(t); if level(t) k, then type(Pli,t) = 
pk,ht,+r type( t )* 
If tact,,**-9 t,3 is the fineurizution of some term t of kzlel 6, then 
tolP&_dl~ l l l 9 Pk. tm] is the linearization of the term Pk,*f. 
Ps, induces a map (_)* : S(t) --, 2’“” from positions in t snts sets of positions 
i,rl some term f in tke list Pk.* f as follows : 
if r = E, then r* = {ET); 
let r = (j, 7’) r’: if level( rr) < k, then r* = (j, $)r;; if ievd($) = k and t = u’u,iii 
with level( u’) = k + 1 and h;tck*u’ = I,, then 
r* = (j, r’)r* ifi E 4 
0 otherwise: 
if level( 7’) > k and h&q( (j, 7’)) = p, then r* = Urr (jm, Pk,rr,plr~‘)~i. 
For this map we have: 
0 i 
( ) ii 
(4) 
if level(r) s k and r* # $3, then PkWsSq( r) = oi( t); 
if level(r) > k and r’ E r* , then 
i 
cQ( P) = 
if F= rE, 
(Pk+r,(r)), if F= r’(jw, ?). 
If t is a term of type i, and if t is parameter-reduced up to level k - 1, then 
rE Sk(t) can be set free iff r* #0. 
Proof. We only prove statement (4). Let r* = 0. Assume r can be set free. Let (t, F) 
be an L-derivation that sets r free. Since r* =0, there is a shortest prefix r,( j, T) of 
r such that level( 7) = k, a,( r,) = z/u&i and hk, jtl’ = lJ with j E 9. Then there is a 
factorization F = Fl F’F, and a position F, E S( tF,) such that 
(*) (t, F,) sets rl free at position T1, and ( FI(F, ), F’) sets (j, 7) free. 
By Lemma 2.1 we know that qF,( T1 ) = u’u,,v for some suitable v. learly, U’U,~V is 
parameter-reduced up to level k - 1. So, we may apply Theorem 4.9 which says t 
YjsaA( j) is not useful for U’ in C,F,( fl ). erivat~on ( qF, ( F1), 
(j, r) free. This is a contradiction. 
r# # 0, that is, r,, = (r). By in ct 
tion (t, F) which sets r free. 
If P = E, nothin is to be proved. 
So let Y = r’( j, 7). en there is an L-derivation (t, F’) that sets 8’ 
position ?‘. If level( t’) c S this is true because 1 is 
k - 1, and if level( r’) = k, this is true by 
u,,=J F) = a,( r’) v’. Hence, u,& rS) can be written 
some .I with j E J. Since u& ?) is parameter-reduce 
implies that there is an L-derivation ( u’u,-_ 
set free by the L-derivation (tV F) with 5;‘ 
Let G = ( N9 X9 S, P) be parameter-reduced up to 
Let &(G) = ( Nk, 2, S, Pk) be the grammar where 
which is gained from P as follows: Let f~ A? + II 
If level(A) s k, then f = A? -, &, )u E P& 
if level(A) > k and w 
To check the format v 
is no rule f such that f’s right-hand side contains 
r on its left-hand side. This can be seen as foIIo 
Furtnerm0re, choose m s 
ievel( 7’) = k, uti& 8) h 
hpi( 11’) = III with j% J’. 
hence, (h km”‘A)n(j) = 1 
diction. 
of J: a contra- 
.11. emem. Let G k - 1 with level(G) - n IZ- 
thers F&(G) has 
( 1) If ( t_ F) is an L-derimtiol w.r. t. G such that t is parameter-reduced upto level 
k and there is an L-derimtion 
nd (Pk( ,t, F) isa 
is an L-dericaation (t, F) wxt. C such that 
uced up to level k with L( PI ( G) 
epth(PJG))sdepth(G). 
vel less than k, then PA(G) is 
divided into two lemmas. First 
n, then we anaiyse the behaviour during a skgle rule application. 
ous to the proczf 0 . El 
by campatibility of Pk with linearizations. 
First, consider level(A) = level(A’)s k. Then, by Lemma 4.12, 
= t’f 
and hence, Pk, ,( tf) = t*J 
) = levei(A’)> k. Then there is a 7~ such that i= uu,jI with 
and A” = A,, and we have 
us we have proved that 
QW, let f’ E P’ be the 
e map (_)* satisfies the followin factokation pr~pe~y: if rrr2 E S 
u, then (r, r2)* = (r,)J rz)*. 
ib) Let act(t) = At’; if level( rj < I& then Sj+F( 
ses let level(A) > k, and let Pk, ,( 
(7~) = lJ; if level{ 7) = k, then 
and if level( 7) > k, then 
where T+ = Pk+ +( 7). 
0th (a) and &) can be easily proved by an induction on the subterms of the 
Now, let r = rO( j9 ?)rT e splitting under (b), we consider 
three cases. For simplicity we use the sa e conventions as under (b). 
Case I: level( 7) C k Then 
= r*$. 
which was to be proved. 
SC 2: Ieve! = k .\ssume j J. Then, on the one hand, we have r$ = 63. On 
s correct. Now, assume jc J. Then the assertion follows analogously to 
up to level k (statement (3)). 
Consider a term t’== 
We show that t’ is para 
ameter-reduced up to Ievel k .- 1. 
(a): t’ is faithfully terminating. Let (t’, ‘) be an L-derivation w.r.t. Pk( 
e can find an L-deriv such that PI,,( )( tF) = t’i? Since t is 
parameter-reduced up to E Hence, there is an 
L-derivation (tF, F”) w.r.t. G such that t 
(t’F’, H) with t’F’H = tFF”. Since F’ was arbitrary, it follows that t’ is faithfully 
terminating. 
(b): every WE S( t’) with level(r) s k can be set free. Since level(r) =G k, we have 
r~ S(t) also. If level(r) c k, then there is an L-derivation (t, F) that sets r free 
because of t being parameter-red ed up to level k - 1. If level(r) 
r.+ = {r} # 0, hence, by Observation M(4) we get an L-derivation ( t, 
free. Now, consider this L-derivation (t, F) that sets r free at some position r’ and 
construct the L-derivation (t’, F’) according to the proof of (I). By induction on 
the length of F and F’ we find that (rF)% = rF’. Since ri = {r’}, we especiaHy have 
r’E rF’, and (t’, F’) sets r free at position r’ as well. This finishes the proof. 
4.5. Remarks 
Similar to R, the transformation P consists of adding extra information about the 
value of argument lists under certain fixed-point interpretations, splitting of par- 
ameters and removing certain useless parts. EsptA+ ‘, q .-+ IJerivation is transfor- 
med into exactly one new L-derirration. 
ote that the $7 dnsformation P can by: ubeu IQ ++TQ for a~? arbitra faithfully 
terminating term t and an arbitrary positio:l r ia i -.dw’tf~r or rut Y can be set free. 
In this s per bounds for t!,e 2 
terms of structural c 
It can be easily seen that the result strongly depends on the sizes of occurring 
sets Mi or m; respectively. So we first determine the size:r e:K rhrr~ SC& depending 
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rank of T. For such a calculation it has to be taken into account hat 
after having applied several of the transformations R, PO,. . . , P,_I the K-rank may 
endously increased: however, and this observation is crucial, t 
the K the smaller also the increase. This corresponds wit the fact that the s 
s of T more dramatically determine the sizes of i or - i than the greater ones. 
For K 2 0, define the K-iterated exponential function exp&) by 
expdx) = x and expK (x) = 2exp~ -atx) for K > 0. 
(i) with level( 7) 3 k. We say T is exponential from k on w.r.t. ( 
for all K % k, 
rh (type(A)) s
L ifK=k, 
expK&Lj) if K > k. 
We say G is exponential from k on w.r.t. to (L, ere is a constant c > 1 only 
depending on the level of G such that, for all *with level greater than k, 
type(A) is exponential from k on w.r.t. ( t, j, c). Here we only need this definition 
for j = ‘I or j = 2. Note that if L = max(rkK (type(A)) 1 A E N_ K 3 k}, then G is clearly 
exponential from k on w.r.t. (L, 1) and (L, 2) also. We prove the following lemma. 
5.1. Lenrma. Let 7 E D*(i) with lcvel( 7) = n > k 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
If T is exponential from k on w.r. t. ( L, 1, c) for some c > 1, then IM; 
exp,_++,(SL) for some E> 1 which only depends on c and n. 
Mi can be constructed in time O(exp,_++,( CL)) for some c’> 1 which only 
depends on c ;and II. 
p E Mi can be recons.*Pucted from graphl,(p) in time O(exp,_#L)) for 
some F> 1 which only depends on c and n. 
f. Induction on n. Let n = k+ 1 and T = In, 7’) with 10 =rkk(T)=L. I’hen 
+ I and 7 = (C-U, 7’). By assumption, IQ! =rk,-,(~)~exp~+_,(cL). 
s (exp,+(c, L))‘eap~~-~‘CIL”‘” by induction hypothesis 
S (exp,_k(c, L)(exp,_r(c,E)le”p~I -A ItsL’ 
s exp2(exp,8_,_,(~, L!+exp,+,(c,L) l exp,+,(cL)) 
=s exp,_,+, i L) c’ 
; itself is represented as a linear array as welt as a ( 
the partial order of y this, determinin 
re rn constant ime. 
e do an induction on Ievei( T) = ol. learly, for n = k + 1, assertion (2) is true. 
So let n > k + I and assume the assertion is true for n - * k. Hence, (the representations 
p(j) can be computed in time (exp,+(c&) for a suitable 
epends upon c and n. Now th i is 
performed in t 
(I) find the monotone functions in ( 
(II) find the partial order upon [ 
For stage I it suffices to check for very pair P:, pb 
whether or not ppb c_ pj5:. So stage I can be performed in time 
O(expn_+&J,) l [exp,..k(c)L)12”xp~~-l-,‘cL)) = (exp,_,,,(ifL)) 
for suitable c2, c’> 0. 
For stage II we have to decide whether or not pp: ~pp: for every two elements 
p, @ and each p: E Mz . Again, it is easily verified that this can be done in time 
O(expn-k+l(tL)) for a suitable c’>O. Putting the two stages of the construction 
together we get the stated result. 
Ad (3): If n = k + 1, our representation of p coincides with graphk(p), so the 
assertion is trivially true. 
So let n > k + 1. We construct he value table of p by the following (recursive) 
procedure: For every pb E MF 
(i) determine graphk(pp&); 
(II) compute the value of pp: from graphk(pph) and compare it for equality with 
the value tables of all functions in M ;‘. 
By (1), there are at most exp,-k (c,L) argument vectors p& for some et > 1 only 
depending upon c and n. By (I), it can also be easily seen that the set Mrgk(‘) is 
of size at most expn _t(czL) for some constant c2> 1 which only depends on c and 
n. For every pb E MF stage I can be performed by searching through graph,(p) 
once and looking for pairs (?r, _) with w = pbd. So, on the whole, stage I consumes 
O(exp,_,( cr L) l exp,J c,L)) time. By inductive assumption for every p& E A-4;: 9 the 
value table of pph can be computed from graphk(pph) in (n -k - l)-iterated 
exponential time. Since there are at most exp,_&L) elements in if for some 
c3 > 1 depending only on c and n, stage II consumes (exp,_&X)) time some 
e> 1 depending only on c and n. On the whole, we the stated result. 
The next theorem su marizes the complexity results for the transformation 
In this theorem as well as in the corresponding 
P we assume for certain subcases that 
fixed constant. This restriction does not re 
one can always construct an e 
inaIs for subterms of depth greater t 
of rules [14]. Since this construction can be done in polynomial ithout 
increasing level or rank or introducing deletion, Theorems 5.2 and 5.4 imply that 
also for grammars without depth-restriction an equivalent terminating gram 
an equivalent parameter-reduced gram ar respectively can be cons 
which is polynomially related to the corresponding time stated in 
Let G be a grammar of level n 2 k w 
Let G be exponential from k on wxt. 
from k an w.;. t. ( L, 1) as well; and the following holds: 
(2) 
(3) 
If n = k, then size( R( C)) s size(G), and R(G) can be constructed in time 
O(size( G)*). 
lfn > k and the depth of G is bounded by somejxed constant, then size( R( G)) s 
size(G) l exp,_&l), and R(G) can be constructed from G in time 
O(size( G)’ exp,+( CL)) for a constant c > 1 which only depends on n. 
For n > k the constructiall is ~pt~rn~~ wxt. the number of exponentiations and 
the degree of the polynomial in the upmost exponent. 
roof. The observation that R(G) is exponential from k on w.r.t. ( L9 1) as well 
directly follows from the definition of R,r and Lemma 5.1( 1). 
The upper time bounds are gaine simply by translating the definition of R(G) 
in the corresponding construction: 
(I) construct h*; 
(II) construct the type declaration of R( G ); 
(HI) construct the set of rules of R(C). 
If n = k, then, for every m and every E A/, h'"' 'A either equals 0 or 1. It follows 
that h* = him) already for some m s i Since every new approximation can be 
computed in time O(size( G)), h* can computed in time O(size( G)‘). Knowing 
*, clearly, the stages II and III can be done in time O(size(G)). This proves (1). 
Now, assume n > k For every A in N we compute the sets IM;rkrgA’type’A”. Ry 
Lemma 5.1 this can be done in time O(size( G) l expIo_ k( c, L)) for some constant 
e, > 1 only depending on II. Every new approximation h(“” adds at least for one 
N some new element o the set (h*A)-‘( 1). So it can be concluded that h* = k(‘“’ 
r some m =z INi l exp,, A!-, u E P. For WE M~g~rtyCe’Ai’ let ?rl 
denote the correspondin with l’s added at all levels less 
than k; and assume t is already computed. Then, clearly, h’,“;-“u can be 
computed in time 0 at every new approximation can be computed 
in time O(size( Thus, h* can be computed in time 
&c’L)) for some c’> 1 only depending upon n. 
shows that, given h*, the type declaration of R(G) 
der ct~gc III. LetJ= A! + 
ositions r in u with the 
). Since Rhe is depth-preserv 
a factor exp,_+,(c,L), we find that sta 
O(size(G) l exp,+ (CL)). On the whole, we get assertion (2). 
To prove the construction to be optima! we 
he shows the following: iven (the adequately 
pushdown automaton A, n > 1, then whether 
cannot be decided in deterministic Turin 
c > 0 and every E > 0 (here IAl mean 
the standard constructions of [ 14, 171 o 
polynomially related size and with rank I(# 
that G generates the same Ian 
this construction can be perfo 
Engelfriet implies that our upper bou 
for grammars of level n > 1 which are 
help of the tree transformation i  [ 14, 
sharp for arbitrary grammars of level n > 0. Mow, consider for k > 0 the followin 
type transformation 19~ : 
S,i = (E,. . . (E, i) . . . ) (k empty parameter lists); 
By this type transformation t ass of grammars of level n - k can be viewed as 
a subclass of the grammars of n which are nondeleting up to level k - 1. Hence, 
our result is sharp even for grammars of level n ‘r 0 which are nondeleting up to 
level k - 1 for some k E [0, n - 11. This finishes the proof. q 
53. Lemma. Let 7 E D*(i) with level(T) = n > k. 
(I) If L=max{rk&)] K 2 k}, then 
for some c > 1 which only depends on n; 
(1.2) - ; can be constructed in time O(exp,(cL j j if n = k + 1 and in time 
aexPn-k(cL2)) f or some c > 1 only depending on w other 
; can be reconstructed from graphk, I(p) in time 
for some c > 1 only depending on n. 
(2) If 7 is exponential from k on w. r. t. ( L, j, c) for j E ( 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
2L ifn=k+l, 
exp,,_k,,(cLj) ifn>k+t 
for some c > 1 only depending on c and n; 
- i can be constructed in Fi bx 
exp,_,+,(cLJ)) for so > I only dependi 
(2.3) for n > k+ 1 any PE 113‘; can be reconstructed from graphk+,(p) in time 
O(eqh&L9) f or some c’> 1 only depending on c and n. 
roof. Induction on n. 
Ad (1.1): Let n=k-tl and T=(oY$) with Icu = &Jr) = e. Then 
;I = I{ l,]J r [ 1, L]}l = 2! 
Let n=k+2and 7=(a,r’)with1LYl=rkk+,(7)~ 
for a suitable c 9 1. 
Now, let n > k + 2 and 7 = (a, 7’). By assumption, = rk,_,(r) s L. Then 
IM;l S jM;‘1’“:’ 
s (exp,+_,(c, L2))‘expn-~ -&t”““i by induction hypothesis 
s (exp,_k_,(q L’))(expfl-,-t~c,L’D)“- 
for a suitable 0 1 which only depends on c is proves (1.1). 
The proof of (2.1) is analogous. The main di occurs for level( 7) = n = k + 2. 
There wz have 
J < (2L)W”L’I 
=S exp,(?d (L) + L l 2rL’ 
for a sui le c’> 1 only depending on c. The induction step again goes along the 
proof of 1) or the proof of Lemma S.l( 1) respectively. 
The proofs of (1.2) and ( 1.3) or (2.2) and (2.3 j respectively proceed totally along 
the proofs of Lemma 5.1(2) and (3). El 
Let G be a gram&mar of level n > 0 and nondeleting up to level F - 1. 
en the follolving holds :
a1reud.v r’s parameter+educed. = k+ 1, then size(P(G))s 
(6) can be constructed in tim size( G)‘L); 
(1.2) $ level{ G) > k + 1 and the depth of G is bounded by some Jixed constant, 
) l exp,+_,(cL’), and P(G) can beconstructedfrom 
P,~_~ _ ,(cL’)) for some constant c > 1 which only 
depends on n. 
(2) Assume L(G) # 8, but G is root erminating. Then we have 
then size( P( G)) s size(G), arid P(G) can be constructed 
tk of G is bounded by some fix 
f. Instead of Theorem 5. 
parameter-reduced up to 
by some constant wh 
e constructe 
size(PJ G)) s 
size( 6) ifn==k+I, 
(2) If G is exponential from k on 
from k + 1 on w.r.t. (2”$ j) for so 
can be constructed in time 0( size( G)’ exp,_ci (cl.!)) for some c 
on n such that 
size(P@))esize(G) l exp,_&9.!). 
With the help of (*), Theorem 5.4 follows fror an induction on n - k. To prove 
) one can (similarly to the proof of Theorem 5.2) translate the definition of the 
transformation Pk directly into the corresponding algorithm. This algorithm consists 
of the following three stages: 
(I) construct kt; 
(II) construct he type declaration of Pk ( G); 
(III) construct he set of derivation rules of Pk( G). 
For terminating rammars or not necessarily terminating rammars with n > k + 1, 
the proof is left to the reader. Here we only consider the polynomial case in detail 
where G is terminating and n = k + 1. 
Observe that, for every approximation h(km’ and every A E IV with level(A) > 5 
we have !$“‘A = 1, for a suitable J c [ 1, ar(A)]. Since every approximation enlarges 
one such set J, we can conclude that h$ = h:“’ for some m s yAE N rkk( 
On the other hand, given hj;m-“, we can decide whether je J for some 
AE N with hkm’A = lJ in time C@* LfEpA ]rhs(J)i). So the total amount of time to 
compute hf, i.e., stag I, is O(size(G)‘L). 
It is straightforward to verify that, given h k 9 * the stages II and III in the construction 
of Pk( G) can be done in time O(size( G)). Cl 
For a grammar G which is not necessarily terminating, the trznsforma- 
tion P can be computed in the same order of magnitude of time as the transformation 
R which proves the transformation to be optimal at least in 
On the whole, the results in Theorem 5.2 and 5.4 very clearly 
descriptional co stants of a grammar in uence the computational c 
different ways: actually, it is not the size of the grammar or any constant fecal 
e size (like the number of nonterminals 
the rank, i.e., the descriptional constants r 
ave the most tremendous effects 
umber of rules) but t 
s. 
H. Seidl 
We investigated termination and parameter-reducedness for grammars. found 
restrictions to the deletion capability of level n grammars ue 
complexity of our constructions could be reduced from n-iterated 
to polynomial time. So the question arises whether there are er syntactical features 
mmars which allow the use of simpler models 
neral complexity result. Since our transfo~atio~s in 
ar unchanged even if the grammar already was ar~meter-reduc~d~ it seems 
to be important also to find at least sufficient conditions for the termination or 
parameter-reducedness of a grammar. 
In a second paper we shall show several (hierarchies of) decidability results for 
higher-level grammars. In fact, we show that the finiteness problem is decidable as 
well as regularity for certain simple subclasses of higher-level grammars. We also 
present classes where finiteness or regularity can be decided in polynomial time. 
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